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We are excited to present our 2016 Threat Insights, which looks at the top attack vectors observed in 

our customers' environments during the first half of 2016. To compile this report, our research team 

analyzed and anonymized data collected by the Cybereason Detection and Response Platform from our 

customers' endpoints and servers. While we cannot disclose our customers, the data came from global 

organizations in a range of industries, including financial services, healthcare, technology, food and 

beverage, energy and pharmaceuticals. Deployment at this scale provides us with insight into the most 

pressing threats that enterprises face. 

Some threats, like ransomware, are already known to security professionals while others, such as 

the evolution of commodity malware, maybe unfamiliar. We also saw a rise in the use of PowerShell 

to carry out malicious activities, a technique that many security tools struggle to detect. To show the 

methodologies used by hackers, some of the insights are followed by attack stories. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The effectiveness of using IOCs for detection is decreasing 

• Commodity threats are increasingly evolving into targeted attacks

• Mutating ransomware that evades detection is a major concern

• Fileless malware attacks are on the rise, challenging traditional defenses
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THE FAILURE OF 
CHASING IOCs

54%
46%

Detection based on known IOCs

Detection based on behavior

For a long time indicators of compromise (IOCs) have been at the core of the herd-protect concept 

of traditional protection and detection software, such as antivirus and IDS/IPS systems.  Whenever 

a malicious tool emerged, the first victims were defenseless but the security community learned the 

tool’s hashes, signatures, IP addresses, domains and other IOCs and distributed them, enabling the 

community to immunize itself. The success of IOC-based protection and detection relies on the 

assumption that when hackers reuse tools, the observable indicators are preserved. Unfortunately, 

this is a failed assumption as proven by the plethora of packers and obfuscators, domain generation 

algorithms and other mutating components commonly used by hackers. 

From January to June of this year, almost half (46 percent) of the confirmed malicious attacks 

experienced by our customers were carried out using attack mechanisms that repeatedly mutated, 

changing the combinations of hashes, signatures, domains, IPs and other IOC targets used by the 

attackers. The high prevalence of ‘new to the world’ IOC targets has reached a point where they are 

substantially less effective as the basis for detection and response. 

ALMOST HALF OF THE CONFIRMED MALICIOUS ATTACKS EXPERIENCED BY OUR 
CUSTOMERS WERE EXECUTED WITH UNKNOWN MECHANISMS THAT COULD 
NOT BE DETECTED USING TRADITIONAL, STATIC IOCS.

*Percentage of total confirmed malicious 

events detected by Cybereason 
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CASE STUDY: REVEALING AN ATTACK USING TTP-BASED DETECTION 
 

The organization, a Fortune 500 financial services company, noticed data exfiltration to a connection 

made to an uncommon location. The attack seemed to be spreading through the company’s endpoints. 

The attackers changed their IOCs on a daily basis and used a different IOC on every infected machines. 

These tactics made it impossible for the security team to clear the attack. This game of chase continued 

for an additional six months with very little impact on the security incident.

The business did not fully remediate the threat until it switched their detection methodology and 

technology to ones that were based on searching for the attacker’s TTPs. Using a TTP-based approach 

and technology with these capabilities, the company managed to identify all the 3,000 affected endpoints. 

Why did TTP detection technology succeed when IOC-based detection failed? Attackers used thousands 

of new IOC combinations. Each machine carried a different set of IOCs that changed every day, making 

IOC-based detection practically impossible. By using TTP-based detection, our customer determined that 

the attackers only used seven tactics, techniques and procedures to carry out their campaign.  

To learn more about this case and explore how TTP detection trumps IOC detection, watch our webinar.  

While hackers can easily modify hash values, IP addresses, domain names and other indicators to 
evade detection, the tools, techniques and procedures (TTPs) they use are much harder to alter. 
A detection and response approach that looks for TTPs instead of IOCs has better a chance of 
defeating mutating tools.

http://go.cybereason.com/SANS-Cybereason-Webcast-The-End-of-IOCs.html
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COMMODITY, NON-TARGETED 
THREATS EVOLVE

We would like to call out an important issue that is usually overlooked by the security community: 
the risk perception of commodity malware and non-targeted threats. Their high prevalence in 
corporate environments coupled with the fact that security professionals consider them low-risk 
threats makes non-targeted threats a gateway for advanced attackers.  

We found that 82.7 percent of our customers had commodity malware, including adware and  
click-fraud tools, on their endpoints. 

Our research has revealed several incidents in which attackers outfitted adware with components 
found in advanced malware, substantially improving their ability to carry out malicious activity. 
Increasingly sophisticated cyber-crime groups combined with the high prevalence of commodity 
malware on user machines makes us concerned about these tools transforming into malware that 
provides advanced persistent threat (APT) players with easy access to corporate environments.

Accompanying this trend we’ve seen a very active exchange market in which access to commodity 
malware installed on machines in high-profile organizations is sold. This access is sold for 
repurposing instead of for click-fraud purposes.

In other cases, security teams tend to de-prioritize threats like Zeus, a credit-card stealing malware 
program, thinking that even though it poses a personal threat to the employee using the infected 
endpoint, it would not impact the company as a whole. This approach has proven risky, as attackers 
increasingly repurpose their access to tools and convert it into a malware that enables the attacker 
to run a targeted attack. This, for example, happened in the Target breach, when a Zeus variant was 
repurposed to enable control over the machine on which it was installed. 

While security teams usually consider commodity 
malware a low-level security issue compared to 
the more serious threats they face, such as zero-
day attacks, we highly recommend rethinking that 
position. Lax attitudes toward commodity malware 
can lead to serious security repercussions. 82.7%
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OPERATION ESCALATION: HOW COMMODITY THREATS TURN INTO  
AN ADVANCED PERSISTENT ATTACK  
A Cybereason customer, a Fortune 500 company, had a few endpoints infected with a common 

click-fraud software. Initially, the application didn’t display any behavior that was atypical for the 

program. But a few days after the initial detection, Cybereason observed that the malware’s behavior 

had changed in one computer: Instead of communicating via a standard command and control 

network, the hackers had re-programmed the malware to communicate using domain generation 

algorithms and communicate with them only when the infected computer wasn’t connected to the 

corporate network. 

The malware’s persistence mechanism was also upgraded. The generic persistence mechanism 

was replaced with a more sophisticated one. The attackers used DLL side loading to load a fake 

Windows system file that looked and functioned like the authentic program but had additional 

capabilities. They also added network and database scanning tools to the malware. We think the 

hackers upgraded the malware as soon as they realized it was installed on computers that were 

part of a corporate network. This transformed the malware into an advanced tool that provided the 

attackers with access to the computer networks of major companies. 

At that point, eight days after Cybereason had detected the threat, the attackers stopped upgrading 

the malware. We believe the cyber-crime group behind the attack tried to sell the compromised 

machine’s access to another criminal organization that operated APT attacks.

This demonstrates that adware and click-fraud tools can be used for malicious purposes.  more 

MAC OSX ADWARE WITH MALICIOUS POTENTIAL  
In April, Cybereason revealed what appeared to be a somewhat innocuous Mac OS X port of the 

Pirrit adware was equipped with features that made it more akin to malware. Called OSX.Pirrit, this 

program had the ability to obtain root access to a computer and provide attackers with persistence 

over your machine. Instead of spamming you with ads, they could have just as easily stolen data 

or taken a company’s intellectual property. Or attackers could have installed a keylogger to capture 

your log-in information, allowing them access to your bank account. While evidence shows hackers 

did not use OSX.Pirrit to perform these malicious activities, the option to inflict serious harm was 

there had the attackers decided to exercise it.  more 

http://go.cybereason.com/Operation-Escalation-Click-Fraud-Malware-Transforms-Into-an-Advanced-Threat.html
http://go.cybereason.com/OSX-Pirrit.html
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UNKNOWN RANSOMWARE 
ATTACKS EMERGE

Ransomware is difficult to stop when executed, especially when it's unknown. Unlike typical attacks, 

which tend to unfold slowly in an effort to evade detection, ransomware isn’t slow or subtle after 

it infects a machine. It just needs to encrypt important files, which is why ransomware scoops up 

every file it can and scrambles it.

The bad news is that staying safe from ransomware becomes trickier as an increasing number of 

ransomware attacks we detected employ evasion techniques that make their detection complex 

and error-prone. An example of this ransomware evolution is Cybereason’s discovery of a massive 

attack operation that distributed automatically generated ransomware variants. This distribution 

system is just one example for an operation where each victim was infected with a unique 

ransomware binary. 

Organizations should be concerned about ransomware variants attacking corporate assets. Keeping 

thorough backups is the best way to fight this threat. Additionally, new detection technologies 

that discover ransomware based on its behavior instead of static indicators enable complete 

ransomware blocking.  more 

4.2% 1/3
Ransomware was attributed to 4.2 percent 
of confirmed malicious operations 
Cybereason detected.

A third of these attacks were attributed to 
never-before-seen ransomware variants.

http://go.cybereason.com/rs/996-YZT-709/images/Cybereason%20Labs%20Reasearch%20Analysis%20-%20Kofer.pdf
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THE RISE OF UNKNOWN AND 
MALWARE-FREE ATTACKS

As previously discussed, nearly half (46 percent) of attacks seen in our customer environments 

were based on techniques that were impossible for traditional tools to detect. Out of that 46 

percent of unknown attacks, 43 percent used fileless malware, code injection and process 

hijacking techniques. Almost a quarter of our customers were victims of fileless malware attacks, 

showing that attackers often infiltrate an organization without using malware. In these attacks, tools 

built-in to Windows, such as PowerShell and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI), are 

commandeered by attackers and used for malicious purposes. 

Since fileless malware attacks use components found in Windows, traditional security programs, 

such as antivirus software, will not detect this threat. To most security tools, any action executed by 

either PowerShell or WMI is considered legitimate and is not flagged as suspicious. 

PowerShell has full access to .NET, among other features, so entire programs can be written and 

executed through it. This allows attackers to easily hide themselves by dropping Base64 scrambled 

or encrypted code directly into PowerShell, automatically decoding it and running it from memory. 

WMI allows admin to perform a variety of actions, such as gathering metrics, installing software 

and updates or self-querying the OS. WMI has access to every resource on a machine, and is divided 

into classes for different tasks, such as executing files and deleting and copying files. WMI and 

PowerShell are the backbone of the “agentless agent.” The same way an administrator uses WMI to 

query metrics and execute code, a hacker can use it to run malicious code across an entire network 

of machines. What makes PowerShell and WMI so amazing for carrying out malicious activities is 

that they enable lateral movement and blur the line between compromising a single machine and 

the entire enterprise. 

43%  used fileless malware, code injection and process hijacking techniques.
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DISCOVERING ADWARE THAT LEVERAGES POWERSHELL 
We recently discovered an incident that combines our second and fourth insight: adware that 

leverages PowerShell to execute commands on the host machines and remain persistent by 

creating hourly scheduled tasks. 

The command executed by PowerShell included instructions for setting up a user agent and other 

parameters as well as a command for downloading a file from the command and control server. 

Analysis of the adware also found that it contained additional instructions to change the host 

machine’s DNS settings. By modifying the configuration of the name server, the adware takes 

complete control of a browser and redirects people to compromised websites. Within the strings of 

the PowerShell commands, we found references to known malware and many unwanted programs, 

such as DNS Unlocker, System Healer, One SystemCare and Any Flix, among others.

This discovery shows the risk of adware as attackers enhance it capabilities.  more

CODE INJECTION
Code injection, a common attack technique, was also a popular evasion vector used in attacks 

related to 77 percent of our customers. In these attacks, hackers inject additional pieces of code 

into legitimate processes, creating the appearance that the injected code is authentic. In reality, the 

injected code is malicious and allows hackers to perform their malicious activity under the context 

of a different, legitimate process. Since a known, trusted program is carrying out the function, 

conventional security programs won’t recognize the behavior as malicious.

One popular code injection attack we have spotted in customer environments entails using the 

Chrome browser. Hackers will inject malicious code into the browser, directing it to connect to a 

command and control server. Since Chrome is a legitimate program that connects to external IPs, 

this process will not raise any security concerns.

Attackers often use Windows processes since they’re whitelisted by antivirus programs. We’ve seen 

hackers inject code into Microsoft’s Local Security Authority Subsystem Service, allowing them to 

access the organization’s usernames and passwords. With this log-in information, attackers were 

able to move laterally to other machines in the organization.

The data in this report was collected from our customer’s endpoints and servers during the first six months of 2016, 

anonymized and analyzed by the Cybereason platform. The dataset only includes confirmed malicious activities. 

http://go.cybereason.com/The-Dawn-of-Powershell-Evolving-Adware.html

